Central ac thermostat wiring diagram

To wire air conditioning thermostats, you need to know what types of thermostat your air
conditioner needs. Heat Pump and regular air conditioner unit has two differences Ac
thermostat. So, decide which one. Hvac Thermostat Question. Safety information for you and
your central air conditioner units. So, follow it. Make sure there is no 24 voltage running to the
air conditioner thermostat. So, turn it Off. If you believe you turn the power Off. Try turning the
thermostat Fan to ON position. If the fan runs, it means there is still 24 volt power to the
thermostat. This only turns Off the power to the furnace and air conditioning thermostats.
Learning how to wire thermostat is simply and not all people see it that way. So, if you decide to
wire your own air conditioner thermostat, you do it at your own risk. Air conditioning
thermostats wire are color coded in white, yellow, green, red, and C common wire. I had seen
common wires are sometime blue, black or brown. Some thermostat wires that coming from the
air conditioner unit with four wires and there is no common wire. These four wires are: W for
furnace, R for 24 volt, Y for air conditioner unit and G for blower. If the existing Ac thermostat
has four wires coming from your furnace and air conditioner unit, Then your new air conditioner
thermostat must have four wires to connect to furnace and air conditioner unit. You could twist
thermostat wire to pencil to prevent it from slipping to a drywall. They could have mix-match the
color code, so be careful. Remember, in oldest furnace or air conditioner units. The thermostat
wire color tends to fade or it does not using the right color code by previous owner or someone.
You connect each wire with the Ac thermostat subbase. Red wire is the power sources from
transformer. This wire is 24 volt. You will connect this wire to RH terminal. There should be
jumper between RH and RC terminal. Green wire is the wire that comes from relay and it
controls the fan. You connect to G terminal in the AC thermostat subbase. Yellow wire is for
control of the air conditioner units. You connect yellow wire to Y terminal on the thermostat
subbase. White wire is to the thermostat subbase W terminal. This thermostat wire is for heating
unit furnace. Learning how to wire a thermostat or how to wire a heat pump thermostat is
simply. The information peoples lack in wire a home thermostat is the thermostat color coded. R
â€” Red wire The red wire goes to the thermostat subbase R terminal. This hot wire directly
came from the air handler in split central air conditioner units. If it were a package air
conditioner units, it came from outside. Red wire supposed to have 24 volt in it. However, be
careful. In older AC units color tend to fade and the person, who installed the air conditioning
thermostats tend not to uses red as the hot wire 24 V. For safety reason, always turn off air
handler and outdoor units. Y â€” Yellow wire This wire is from air conditioner units cooling side
; it came from the compressor relay and goes to Y terminal in thermostat subbase. Y2 â€”
generally blue wire This is the thermostat wire for second stage of cooling. Y wire is for the first
compressor air conditioner units and Y2 wire is for the second compressors air conditioner
unit. Y2 wires apply only if you have two air conditioner units running from one AC thermostat.
W â€” White wire this is the AC thermostat wire from heating unit. The unit could be furnace, oil
or gas furnace, boiler or electric furnace. The W wire goes to W terminal on the subbase of air
conditioning thermostats. W2 â€” Commonly brown wire This wire is for second stage heating.
For example, Heat Pump needs W2 wire for auxiliary heat, so it uses the W2 terminal for
auxiliary heat. On some furnaces that has low fire and high fire requires W2 terminal to energize
by the AC thermostat. G â€” Green wire This wire is in air handler blower if it were a split central
air conditioner. It came from fan relay and connects it with G terminal on subbase of AC
thermostat. If it were package air conditioner units, this wire would come from outdoor. C â€”
This is 24 volt neutral wire. I had seen this wire color in black, blue, or brown. So you have to
read the electrical diagram This wire is common wire or ground wire. This wire only applies if
homeowners have digital thermostats that require electricity to power the thermostat. The black
wire is just to complete the 24 volt circuit for the air conditioning thermostats. O â€” Orange
wire This wire only applies to Heat Pump. The orange wire is for reversing valve to energize the
Heat Pump in cooling mode. B â€” Blue wire or different color wire I had seen in some Heat
Pump unit this wire was black. So, you have to read the air conditioner electrical diagram to
determine the exact color. This is for the Heat Pump reversing valve to energize the unit in
heating mode. RC â€” Red wire This wire is hot wire have volt. This RC wire meant to energize
the air conditioner unit for cooling. You would see RC terminal has a jumper with RH terminal in
the air conditioner thermostat. The reason there was jumper because the air conditioner unit
has a single transformer. RH and RC would have it own individual 24 volt from the transformer.
RH â€” Red wire This wire is also hot wire. Read RC wire for more information on RH wire. E â€”
Blue, pink, or different color. Check the thermostat manual or air conditioner diagram for color
coded. This wire designed for Heat Pump Emergency Heating. The reason Heat Pump have the
emergency heating is if any of the major component in air conditioner fails to run. The
homeowners would energize the Emergency Heating. Return to air conditioner thermostat from
how to wire a thermostat. All Rights Reserved. How to Wire Air Conditioning Thermostats How

to wire a thermostat To wire air conditioning thermostats, you need to know what types of
thermostat your air conditioner needs. Important: Air conditioning thermostats wire are color
coded in white, yellow, green, red, and C common wire. Step 2: Here how you wire a thermostat.
Air conditioner thermostat color coded Learning how to wire a thermostat or how to wire a heat
pump thermostat is simply. Here are lists of thermostat wire color coded to help you with wiring
hvac thermostat. That why air conditioning thermostats has less wire comparing to Heat Pump
thermostat. Return to air conditioner thermostat from how to wire a thermostat Return to central
air conditioner and refrigeration from air conditioning thermostats. How to wire a thermostat. To
wire a thermostat, you must first be aware of the type of system that you have in your home.
The thermostat wiring on these systems can have very similar wiring properties. But what if you
have a system that's a little different like a Heat Pump System, Then your thermostat is going to
be wired a little different as well. First and foremost when you go to wire a thermostat, if you
have any doubt of the type of HVAC system you have and are uncomfortable with wiring, then I
highly recommend using a qualified HVAC service technician to complete your task. This could
save you a lot of unnecessary expenses in the long run. Now the thermostat circuits I will be
covering will consist of the two scenarios I mentioned above. But an important issue here is
that the diagrams and wiring color codes are going to be the most common standardize
method. Always keep in mind that who ever wired your thermostat may not have followed these
procedures and your color codes will not match the following examples. You will have to
determine this before you start disconnecting any of your thermostat wiring. I would highly
recommend that you write down what color wire is going to which terminal. This way if your
color codes don't match the normal code as the chart below indicates, you can still get a good
idea of which wire should go where on your new thermostat. If you're changing your old style
thermostat to a programmable type, then most HVAC systems are compatible and will work just
fine with a programmable unit. But in the case of a Heat Pump system, You'll really have to do
some research to verify that the programmable thermostat will work. The following is a chart
showing the most common terminals and their respective color codes and what that particular
wire is used for in the circuit. Now most thermostat's will not have all of these termination
points but the chart will help you determine color code and connection points for your
particular unit. The diagram below shows how a basic 4-wire thermostat is connected as
indicated by the color code chart above. The diagram shows how the wiring works. However
your connections may seem a little different on the thermostat itself. Just take a look at the
picture below the diagram. Some thermostat units have a dedicated R terminal and it jumpers to
the RC, RH or 4 terminals internally. The W, Y and G terminals should be pretty straight forward
on most all types of thermostat's. The following image is one of the most popular scenarios
today. This type thermostat is relatively easy to connect or change over to a programmable type
thermostat. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the only difference might be the lack of an
"R" connection. Now the following image here represents a heat pump system thermostat.
These types systems are more involved because of the components associated with the
system. Color codes may be different from one household to another, but generally the concept
should be the same. It's going to take a little research on the owners part to declare what is
involved with your heat pump system and verify proper color codes. If you're changing a heat
pump system thermostat to a programmable thermostat, be sure that the new thermostat is
compatible with your style of system. Once that is verified, the owners manual should be
informative enough to complete the change over very easy. Be sure to check out my Thermostat
Store for great bargains on all types of thermostats. I know it for it a fact. Watch this video for
assistance on upgrading or installing a programmable thermostat. How To Wire It. Here's How.
As with wiring any home thermostat, the air conditioner thermostat has a series of wires which
need to be connected in order to ensure that it will work correctly. The extent of this wiring is
usually described in the air conditioner thermostat manual, but if you have lost the instructions,
or cannot follow them completely, then wiring in your stat can be a bit of a challenge. You could
call in a professional, and pay money to have it installed correctly, or you can try to do it
yourself, following a few simple instructions to get the best out of your device. The first thing
that you need to learn is how your thermostat works. Electricity is delivered to the stat through
transformers, and this is used to power different relays, which control energy traveling to the
heating or the AC unit. Power from an AC thermostat travels into the unit, and this signals to the
air conditioner that it should start working. As power moves about the thermostat, it is
controlled by various wires, which prevent the thermostat from delivering the power
indiscriminately to any system. These wires should be either connected to the old thermostat,
which you would replace, or they are located inside the AC unit ready to be used. Inside the air
conditioner thermostat, there are a number of metal screws on connections. These screws and
connections are called terminals, and are the points at which electric wires from your AC unit

are joined to the thermostat. These connections themselves control power within the unit, for
example the RC terminal takes power from the air conditioner's transformer, and sends the
current to another terminal. This connects to wire in a switch, and depending upon whether the
switch is on or off, the wire sends a relay to start the unit, or not. Before you touch the wiring,
ensure that the electricity is turned off at the breaker board. Take the wires, and trim the wiring
and insulation down. If the wire has been damaged, you may need to cut off enough so that you
are working with a pristine piece of wire. Depending upon the color of the wire, connect this to
the appropriate terminal. For example, the RC terminal is often linked to a red wire. Connected
this to your terminal by unscrewing the screw at the top, until you have enough room to slide
the wire underneath. Tighten the screw on the exposed wire, not the insulation, and then check
that the wire is not loose in the connection. Once you have connected the wires in this way,
screw the thermostat back on to the wall, and turn the electricity back on at the breaker board.
Check that the thermostat will turn on the AC unit by programming it. If there is a problem, turn
off the electricity again and recheck the wiring until you are satisfied that the thermostat is
correctly wired. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS
IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use
subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Air
Conditioner Thermostat Wiring. Written by Jen S. To ensure our content is always up-to-date
with current information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed
by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. What You'll Need. Wire cutter.
Underfloor Heating: Thermostat Wiring. How to Replace Bilge Pump Switches. How to Install a
Battery Disconnect Switch. Troubleshooting AC Thermostat. Related Posts trying to install
smart thermostat. Issue: I tried replacing my thermostat with a smart thermostat and now air
Read More. Thermostat Wiring Problem. I had a Totaline thermostat with the following wiring at
the therm Carrier Two Zone Thermostat Compatibiliy. Red Low voltage wire problem on AC Unit.
Thermostat was staying in delay and not turning the air conditioner on. Related Posts Air
conditioner. Replaced thermostat and air conditioner is not working very well. I've had two
inspections done on my house, the initial inspection before we Air conditioner electrical
connection. Hello: Just prior to the AC turning on, there is a loud buzzing sound that Popular
Articles. Hot Topics: AC Troubleshooting. How to Replace Your Thermostat. By Justin Stewart.
What color is a thermostat RC wire? Installing a Line Voltage Cooling Thermo Installing a Line
Voltage Cooling Thermostat. By Jen S. Even the most seasoned people who enjoy DIY may
come across problems with wiring a thermostat. I will explain that in a little more detail further
down this page. What I would like you to know is the information detailed below is based on the
industry standard, yet no
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t all thermostats will work this way simply because letters and numbers are used as well as
color. So, this is what you might expect to see in terms of colored wires and what they mean:.
AND it has been recorded by a professional in the industry. Thermostat Center is supported by
our readers. When you purchase an item through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate
commission. Wiring Set-Up Explained What I would like you to know is the information detailed
below is based on the industry standard, yet not all thermostats will work this way simply
because letters and numbers are used as well as color. So, this is what you might expect to see
in terms of colored wires and what they mean: White â€” The white wire is what connects to the
auxiliary heat on your system. Yellow â€” The yellow wire connects to your compressor. Green
â€” The green wire connects to the fan. Orange â€” This wire connects to your heat pump if you
have one. Red â€” Now, there can be two separate wires for this.

